OKKIE TWO DEPARTURE (RNAV) (OKKIE2•OKKIE)

GPS REQUIRED
RNAV 1 REQUIRED

NOTE: Chart not to scale

DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKE-OFF Rwy 17L: Climb direct HAXIV, then on track 181° to OKKIE. Cross OKKIE between 4000 and 7000, then via transition or assigned route. Maintain 9000. Expect filed alt 10 minutes after departure.

TAKE-OFF Rwy 17R: Climb direct CEBEX, then on track 175° to OKKIE. Cross OKKIE between 4000 and 7000, then via transition or assigned route. Maintain 9000. Expect filed alt 10 minutes after departure.

TAKE-OFF Rwy 35L: Climb direct BUDBE, then on depicted route to OKKIE. Cross OKKIE between 4000 and 7000, then via transition or assigned route. Maintain 9000. Expect filed alt 10 minutes after departure.

TAKE-OFF Rwy 35R: Climb direct WIMER, then on depicted route to OKKIE. Cross OKKIE between 4000 and 7000, then via transition or assigned route. Maintain 9000. Expect filed alt 10 minutes after departure.

CHILDRESS TRANSITION (OKKIE2-CDS): Track 259° to CDS.

WICHITA FALLS TRANSITION (OKKIE2-SPS): Track 175° to FEDER, then via 101° track to SPS.